
High Achiever Awards – Autumn Term 2020 
 

As many of you are aware throughout the year, every half term, each faculty is asked to nominate one student from 
each year group to receive a prestigious High Achiever Award based on the student’s work, effort, attitude and 
achievements made throughout the previous half term.  
 

Each student who receives a High Achiever Award will have their name published in the weekly newsletter, and a copy 
of their certificate displayed on High Achiever noticeboards which are placed in prominent places around the school 
site. They will also will receive a letter of recognition from the school and their certificate is posted home to their 
parents. 
 

I am delighted that the following students all received a High Achiever Award for their work during the first half of the 
autumn term. We congratulate them all for their recent success and wish them every success as they continue their 
learning journey at BMS.  
 

COMPUTING  
 

Lily Purser  10W Starting off the year brilliantly and setting a high standard for the rest of the class. Well  
done 

Kavya Mehta  11W Always showing a positive attitude to learning.  Independent learning on topics not  
covered in class.  

Luke Robinson  12A Starting the year off brilliantly and showing others the level of work ethic needed to  
attain a distinction in IT BTEC  

Vedant Christian 13B Starting off the year very well and having excellent assessment results 
 

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY     
 

Michael Boother  
Dominguez  7S Being talented, creative and enthusiastic about designing and making  
Polly Pryra   8E Demonstrating a consistently excellent attitude to learning and good grasp of  

tricky textiles concepts.  
Om Panchal  9E His excellent making skills, working independently and being an awesome student  

expert 
Megan Worley   10M Demonstrating excellent focus and attitude to learning since the beginning of term.  

Megan always shares and puts forward her ideas and can therefore demonstrate her 
good subject knowledge.   

Ella-Rose Tripp   11E Demonstrating a fantastic work ethic to learning in textiles and always aiming to  
produce high quality work. Ella is so dedicated to this subject, she always tries her best 
and puts in the time independently.   

Nathan Marriot  12O Outstanding effort, going above and beyond with his D&T project work, producing  
fantastic design work and even a filmed presentation.   

Lucy Newman  13M Consistently high level of thought into work and a determination to complete.  
Significant improvement over this half term.  

 

ENGLISH  
 

Larry Dokelman  7B Always trying his hardest and challenging himself with extension activities. Larry  
displays great enthusiasm in English and continues to push himself with all in class and 
home learning tasks  

Alfie Fish  8W Being an excellent student; very engaged, producing quality homework, enjoying purple  
pen and reflecting and improving his work as best he can  

Darius Oprea  9E Working very hard, being insightful and seeking to improve and do his best at all times 
Anton Brown  10O Completing several independent practice essays at home in the run-up to his 'An  

Inspector Calls' assessment - excellent self-motivation and desire to succeed!  
Keera Jadva  11E Always responding to feedback and marking guidance and making great progress as a  

result 
Katie Parker  12S Making a very positive start to the course and making real progress.  
Naomi Djanmah 13W Her mature and focused approach to her work and insightful contributions to discussion 
      
HUMANITIES  
 



Lenny Aubrey  7W Hard work and commitment in history. Lenny has really impressed with how he has  
taken himself out of his comfort zone. He is an eager historian.  

Imogen Payne  8E Excellent effort including completing a first-class GAP task and superb written work  
about Elizabeth I. Imogen always completes tasks with a lot of thought and care.  

Zachary Lazarus  9W A perfect start to the year in RE in which he completes highly detailed work and  
contributes extremely positively to class discussions 

Irene Jacob  10S Having a superb work ethic which has enabled her to complete some excellent written  
work which is frequently improved in purple pen  

Ishan Upadhyay  11O A fantastic start to the year - involved in class discussions and has grasped many  
difficult topics with high levels of understanding  

Deepa Patel  12W Going above and beyond in history to get ahead on the course content. A really positive  
start to the academic year.  

Andrew Ash  13B Going above and beyond in geography to get ahead on the course content. A really  
positive start to the academic year. 

 

LEARNING SUPPORT 
 

Max Turner  7B Coping so well with his transition to secondary school and showing resilience, kindness  
and hard work  

Ashkan Tarjan  8W Showing determination and resilience in the AQA Unit Award Scheme despite the  
language barrier  

Justin Lester  9M His enthusiasm in his AQA Unit Award lessons; Justin makes valuable contributions and  
is a good role model in the classroom  

Harry Brown  10O His determination and resilience during Princes Trust lessons. He has been a pleasure to  
teach and have in class  

Tulsi Harania  11M Working extremely hard despite being self-isolated at home. We are so proud of the  
determination Tulsi has shown throughout this period.  

Abderrahim Taghrest 12O Showing such maturity in his transition to 6th form studies; we are very proud to see  
him develop and grow.  

 
MATHS  
 

Alec Apikian  7W Always showing great enthusiasm towards maths, including challenging topics  
Angel Benny  8M Working enthusiastically every lesson and doing her best on homework.  
Anya Ashar  9E Showing great enthusiasm in maths and striving to achieve her best  
Anton Brown  10O Showing great enthusiasm in class and always trying his best  
Maisie Wraight   11O Demonstrating great enthusiasm to complete all classwork, home learning and getting  

ahead with lots of independent study  
Akhil Radhakrishnan 12S Showing enthusiasm in his classwork and in completing his home learning  
Joe Bray  13S Showing enthusiasm in his classwork and home learning 

     
MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES  
 

Abigail Luffman  7B Showing such enthusiasm for Spanish in every lesson, always contributing and  
producing a high standard of work  

Chloe Shiers  8B A consistently high attitude to learning and beautiful work  
Alice Ridout  9O Excellent written work and having a consistently high AtL in every lesson  
Roshni Vara  10E Consistently high attitude to learning and continually striving for the top  
Abbie Jarvis  11A Consistently putting in the effort and consequently making excellent progress  
Lily Adams  12B Independent learning and demonstrating commitment to Spanish  
Khushali Pabari  13O Consistently excellent attitude to learning and incredible support for MFL department 

 
PE AND HEALTH  
 

Aeron Lightfoot  7W Fantastic attitude and effort in PE lessons and extra-curricular clubs 
Ella Avci  8A Fantastic attitude and work ethic in all activities. Great job Ella!  
Kyle Larkin  9O Consistently high effort across both Badminton and Football, a leader by example 
Aidan O'Shea  10B An excellent start to the GCSE PE course showing a real passion for the subject as well 
as  

a good understanding of the content covered so far  



Ella Cannon  11M Making a really positive start to the new year working with interest and high levels of  
effort in all areas of the course   

Pasan Kulasinghe 12B Making an excellent start to the CTECH Sport course showing high levels of effort and  
understanding   

Kaitlyn Williams  13O Showing a desire to push herself to maximise her potential with an excellent effort in  
completing her coaching sessions 
         

PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS  
 

Luxman Aravindan 7S Being an exemplary student  
Katie Law  8W Always showing a positive attitude and commitment to music  
Matthew Limb  9W Excellent contribution to music lessons  
Megan O'Callaghan 10E Fantastic work ethic and a thorough approach to every task in drama  
Eloise Homes  11E Her hard work in lessons and extracurricular dance companies  
Luke Robinson  12A An excellent start to the A-level media studies  
Cerys Lightfoot  13W Excellent drive and experimental risk taking in A-level art 

 
SCIENCE  
 

Luxman Aravindan 7S Fantastic attitude to learning in class and at home, works consistently and contributes  
to class discussions  

Toby Cook  8S Excellent work and commitment to all learning tasks. Well done!  
Charlotte Tate  9O Showing a fantastic work ethic and passion towards science, which has led to a fantastic  

test result in biology. Keep up this great work!  
Roshni Vara  10E Incredible dedication and revision in class and especially when not able to attend  

school. Really well done!  
Emily Allen  11E Revision and study outside of the class is evident, with high quality responses and  

incisive questions asked every lesson. Keep up the great work!  
Bhuvan Bhanderi 12M Great dedication and performance in lessons and high grades in his first round of tests.  

Well done!  
Aneri Chokshi  13M Incredible dedication and revision, in class and especially when not able to attend  

school. You have made great advances owing to your amazing work ethic. Really well  
done! 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCES            
 

Henna Nabi   10A Demonstrating a positive work ethic in the completion of all her business  
studies work 

Sophie Edwards   11S A fantastic start to the year in sociology - involved in class discussions and has  
grasped any difficult topics with high levels of understanding  

Lily Adams   12B Outstanding work ethic in law and fabulous newsletter contribution  
Anais-Taylor Wells-Harbin 13O Her consistently excellent attitude and hard work in Psychology 

 
STEM 
 

Abigail Luffman  7B An excellent attitude to developing her knowledge across the STEM subjects  
Alex Ciz Yori  9E An excellent attitude to developing his knowledge across the STEM subjects and for his  

awesome commitment to STEM Club  
Alex Law  10W Showing enthusiasm and skill in working through UKMT problems  
Noah Faruque  11E Showing enthusiasm and skill in working through UKMT problems  
Bhuvan Bhanderi 12M Showing enthusiasm in participating in the UKMT challenge   
   
 
 
 

 


